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Instructions
1. Write your l{all Ticket Number on the OMR. Answer Sheet given to you. Also
in the space provided above.

2. Aruwers
3.

w

te the Hall Ticket Number

are to be marked on the OMR answer sheet.

Please read the instructions carefully before marking your answers ou the

OMR answer

sheet.

4. Hand over the OMR answer sheet after the exaroination.
5. 'fhere are plain sheets in the booklet lbr rough work, no additional

6. Calculators

sheets

will be provided.

are not allowed.

7. There are a total of 50 questions irt Part A and Part B together.

8.

Each question in Part

- A has only one correct

option and there is negative marking of 0.33.

9. There is no negative marking in Part - B. Some questions have more than one correct option.
All the correct options have to be marked in the OMR answer sheet, otherwise zero marks will
be credited.
10. The appropriate answer(s) shorrld be coloured with either a trlue or a black ball point or a sketch pen. DO
.

NOT USE A PENCIL.

11, THE

MAXIMUM MARKS FOR THIS EXAMINATION IS

1OO

AND THERE WILL BE NO

IN:TERVIEW.
12. Given below arc the meanings of some synbols that may have appeal'ed in the questioD paper:
lR-The set of all real numbers,E(X)-Expected value of the random variable

X,

V(X)-Variance of the random variable X , Cou.(X,Y)-Ccxaria.nce of the randour variables
notes the corlelation coefficient between

X

X

and Y, pzr,y

de

and Y, iid-independent and identically distributed, pdf-probability

density function, B(n,p), N(p,,o2) and U((a,6)) denote respectively,the Binomial, the Norma.l ard the Uniform distributions with the said parameters.,Ront(.4) aod det(B) mean rank and determinant of the matrices

A ald B respectively.
13. This book cortains 10 pages including this page and excluding pagt6 for the rough work. Please cher:k that
your paper has all the pages.
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Part - A
correct answer gets
Find the correct answer and mark it on the OMR sheet' Each
(one) mark and wrong answer gets -0 33 marks

1

l.Fillinthemissingwordstothequote:"statisticalmethodsmaybedescribedasmethodsfordrawing
the "
conclusions about ... based on computed from

(A) populations, parameters' samples'
(B) statistics, parameters, samples
(C)

pa.rameters, statistics, populations'

(D)

populations, statistics, samples

of the following can happen?
2. Regarding two mutually exclusive events A and B' which

(A) P(A) = 0.4, P(B) :0.7
(B) Both P(A) and P(B) are more than 1/2'

(c)

P(A) 2 !12

(D) P(,4'u B')

and

:

P(B) <

1'12

0s

a row so as to get a four digit number with
3. the numerals 2,4,6,E are to be a'rranged randomly in
the probability that the number so obtained is a
even digits, if every arrangement is equa'lly likely'

multiPle of 6 is

(A)

o.

(B)

1/6.

(c)

1/3

(D)

1

t, 42, 78 and 104 is 62' what is the nean of 48' 62' 98'
(D) 66'
(c) 31'
(B) 58.

4. The mean of numbers 28'

(A)

78

I24 al'd t?

a single problem is 1/10, the probabilitv that
b. The probability that Ashok will not be able to solve
he will be able to solve some problem is
(D)o e'
(c) o
(B)

(A)

0.1.

0.5.

8'

raria.nce always greater than the mean?
6. For which of the foltowing random variables is the
(D) Poisson'
(C) Negative Binomial
(B) Binomial
(A) Normal.

is positively skewed' so'
?. A data set consisting of say incomes of people in a country

(A)

the median is equal to the mean

(B) the median is less than

the mean'

(C)

the media.n is rnore than the mean

(D)

is more or the meannothing can be said about whether the median
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'

3

the attendant does not know
8. There are 20 iocks and and their 20 keys, but they are mixed up and
a lock' in so doing the probability
which key opens which lock, so he simply places ea'ch key with
that at least one of locks 1 and 5 will get its key is

(A)

less than 1/20.

(B)

more than L120 but not more tha'u 1/10'

(C)

more than 1/10 but not more than

(D)

more than 1/5 but less than 1/4'

i/5

g. Three nurnbers are to be drawn without replacement ftom {1,2,

...

,20} and every outcome is equally

likelv'Ifoneoftheselectednumbersis8,theprobabi}itythatthesumofthethreeselectednumbers
is a mull jple of 3 is

(A)

1/5.

(B)

1,14.

(c)

1/3.

(D)

112

10'lnanaquaculturestudy,thelollowingvariablesweremeasutedoneachfish:Gender,InitialWeight(grams),
four four variables (in order) are:
Body ternperature ('c), Weight Gain (gms ) The scale of these

(A)

Nominal' Ratio, Ratio, Ra'tio'

(B)

Nominat, Ilntio, Interval, Inter\al'

(C) Ordinal, Ratio, Interval, Ratio-

(D)

Nominal, Ra,tio, Interval, R'atio

and stationary Draw a sample of 100
11. 10% of the purchase bills in a mall on any day are for books

tillsattheendoftheday,thenumberofbillsforbooksandstationaryinthissampleisa

(A)

Hyper geometric random variable'

(B)

Poisson random va;riable

(C)

Negative Binomial random variable'

(D)

Binomiat random variable'

12.lnadatasetofnon.negativeintegerstheleastobsenationis0andthela,rgestobserlationis20,
in the data' further nqr < n1 <
let n6, n1, . . , n2s be the frequencies with which 0' 1' ' ' 20 appear
... ( n5 a'nd u, > n6 > ) nzo, this data set could be observations of

<

(A)

a Geometric random rariable wtlh p

(B)

a Binomial random vaxiable wtth p

(C)

p
a negative binomia,l random raniable wl\h

(D)

than 5'
an exponential random ladable with mean greater

<

112'

ll2'
< ll2'
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in a bag containing 100 balls are red and the lone other ball is blue, Keep
number of draws
and set aside till the lone blue ball gets drawn and then stop The

13. AII except one ball
drawing a ba,ll

till the blue ball

(A)
(C)

shows uP is

a Binomiai random

a Geometric random

(B)

variable

a Bernoulti random laniable'

(D) not any of the three

lariable

mentioned'

14.Xisara.ndomva.riableXfollowsPoissondistributionwithpaxameterl'thatisX-P(1)'then
E(X (X - lXX - 2)) is equal to
(D) 2
(c) o
(B) -1.
(A) 1.
variables
15. (5, 12),(4, 10),(4,9),(6,i4),(3.5,9) are obserrations on the two random
very close to
sample of 5 individuals. The sarnple conelation r;,v is equal to or

(A)

1.

(B)

(c)

-1

o

(D)

X

and

Y on a

112'

were high and positive, we could say that
16. Ifthe correlation between body weight and annual income

(A)

high incomes cause people to eat more food'

(B) on average high

on food
income people tend to spend a greater proportion of their incomes

than low income PeoPle do.

(C)

people'
on average, high income people tend to be heavier than low income

(D)

high incomes are a cause of weight gain in people

17. For any pair of independent random variables

X

and

Y which of the following is NOT correct

(A) P(X < rlY > 2n): P(X < rlY < 2r) Vr e IR'
(B) E(Ylx > z) :

(c) Y(xi
(D)

-

x2)

E(/)

vc e IR'

<v(Xt) +v(x2)

The correlation coefficient between

18. The Probability rJistril-rutiorr

P(X = 2) :
(A)

o

19.

X

Y
(B)

114, let

: 2-

X

and

Y' p;,v

of a ra;ttlom variable
X,then Cou(X,Y) is

1,

(c)

112

X

:

0

is P(X

= 0) = Ila; P$ =

(D) -rl2

(o,bl, that is
is a uniformly distributed random vaxiable in the interval

positive real number c that is less than

b-

a, suppose P(o <

is

(A)

o.

(B)

1

-

a.

(c\

2a'

1) -- Il2:

X < aIc):
(D)

1

-

X - U((o,b))' consider a
c' then' P(b-c<X <b)

g
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20. X is a Geometric random variable with pa'rameter 1/5, which ordering is correct?

(A) P(x : 3) > P(x :7) > P(x: 4) > P(x :
(B) P(x :2) > P(x : a) > P(x: 6) > P(x :
(c) P(x : r) < P(x :2) < P(x: 3) < P(x :
(D) P(x :4) < P(x:5) < P(x :6) > P(x :

e)

e).

5)'
7).

2l.Theprobabi]ityofgettingtherandomsamplethatyouhavegotis0.02liftheNullHypothasis/Jo
were true, then,

(A)

you should accept Hs at 370level of significance

(B)

you should reject

(C)

you should reject Ho at 5% level o{ significance, but, accept

it at 1% Ievel of significance'

(D)

you should reject Ho

level of significance, but, accept

it at 5% Ievel of significance'

lls at 1% level

at' 1%

of significance'

shaped, the average height
22. The distribution of heights of students in a la.rge class is roughly bell
?4 inches So' the standard
is 68 inches and approximately 95% of the heights a're between 62 and

deviatiqn of the distribution of heights is approximately equal to

(A)

5

(B)

3

(c)

6

(D)

1.

23.Anewhea,dacheremedywasgiventoagroupof25subjectswhohadheadaches.Fourhoursa,fter
ta,kingthenewremedy,20ofthesubjectsreported.thattheirheadacheshaddisappea.red.F}om
this information one can conclude

'

(A) that the remedy is efiective for the treatment of headaches'
(B)

nothing, because the sample size is too small'
there is no control group for comparison'

(C) nothing, becarse

(D) that the rernedy is not effective
24. How many keystrokes are needed to

(A)

3001.

(B)

for the treatment of headaches

tpe

all the numbers from 1 io 1000?

(a)

28e3.

(D)

2704.

28e0.

111\

1121

25 rhe rank of the matrix, =
(A)

1

(B)

2.

j
[

r z r l"
2 2 2)
(c) 3

(D)

4
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Part - B
o Questions (26)-(37) have more than one correct option'
OMR
r For the answer to be right tlt !!t '9II9g! eP!&!9 have to be maxked on the
sheet.
o

a

No credit will be given for partially correct answers'
option'
Questions (38)-(50) have only one correct

sheet' Correct answers
Find the conect arswers and mark them on the OMR
zero otherwise'
(marked in OMR sheet) to a question get 3 marks and

26.XlandX2areintlependerrtPoissonrarrclomvariab]eswithpalametersland2respectively'Then'

(A) E(xz) > E(xr)

(B)P(Xl:Xz)<e2.

(c) v(xr) > v(xr).

(D) P(x1

:

Xz)

> e-t

X is a X - li ((-1,1)), define another random variable Y: lXl' then
(D) v(v) < v(x)'
(c) E(v) = 1
(B) cou'(x,Y) :0
(A) E(v) - 0.
28.

distribution?
Which of the following is/are necessary conditions for the Binomial

(A) All triats

are identical'

(B) Atl trials must

be independent

Each

(D)

The probability of success in each trial must be 1/2'

trial must bc classified

29. The pdl ofa rantlom rariable

(L)a:2.
30.

&s a success or a failure

(C)

X

is

( tt-' ,n. r<a
/1(r): { l'u ow
^:,I

(B) E(x) = o.

'So

(D) P(x < -1)

(c) v(x) = 2.

pdl is /(c) : |e-l'l
N((0, 1) and X2 is another random vaxiable whose
of Xr and Xz'
identify the correct statement about the probability distributions

xr -

(A) E(xr) = E(xz)

(B)

(c) v(x1) :v(xz).

(D) P(-3 < xr

Media,ns of

Xl

!

:

P(x >

-

ca

1)'

< :r < oo'

and X2 a're the same'
3)

> P(-3 < x2 < 3)'

s\-7-
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31.

In a llypothesis testing problem Ho - \he null hypotbesis against the alternate hypothesis

Il

re

garding a paxameter p,

(A)

the test statistic and the test criterion are determined by both

(B) if p is the mean of a normal random rariable,
and IJ1 :p > 0 is a composite hypothesis.
(C)

llo

and

l{r.

the problem H6 : p1 :0 is a simple hypothesis

at o Ievel of significance,
but 116 may be alcepted against some other alternate hypothesis il2 at the sa.m.e level of

based on the sarne data 1J6 may be rejected against the alteruatc .FI1

signiffcance.

(D) if llo

is rejected at

have to accept

1{

a level of significance based on data, then based on the same data one will
against I{s at the same level of significance in the hypothesis test problem

with the null and a.lternate hypotheses interchanged.
There a.re 3500 male and 2500 female students in a university, the ba.r diagram below displays
inforrnation on pass and failed percentages

Ftom this chart one can see that

(A)

More female students passed.

(B) A larger proportion

among the failures is of males'

(C) A larger proportion

among those who passed is of males.

(D) More than TOVa of the students have passed.

9-+
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33. The average of 10 positive nurnbers is 20' so,

(A)

the sum of their squares coukl be 3500

(B) their product

could be 2048

x

1010

of their squares could be 5000'

(C) the sum

(D) the sum of their square

roots could be 40'

34.ForacontinuousrandomlariableX,thehypothesistestingproblemistotestthenullhypothesisll0;

( 1 o<r<l
"-'-

Jx(")= {t tt
I o.u
\

versus the a'lternate hypothesis
'

(0"1r-r) o<r<l

Ht: IxG): i
"
l. u

1 is to reject Ho
the level a test based on one observation or a sa,rnple x of size

ou'

il

x(\ - x) > o'

Identify the correct statements
is a simple hypothesis, but

ffl

is a composite hypothesis'

(A)

116

(B)

The test criterion is to reject Ir0

(C)

The test criterion is to reject

(D)

The power of this test is more than a

if ;(1 - a) < X < j{r + ")
Ilo if X > |tt +

")'

throw a nei and count the number
35. To estimate the number of fish say N in a lake, it was decided to
this way' then
of fish caught, Iet X denote the number of fish that will be caught

(A) X is an unbiased
(B) 2X

N'

is arr unbiased estimator of

(C) Y(X)
(D)

estimator of

is a linea,r function of

The unbiased estimator of

N'

N

N is consistent

1'2' '1000' a sample of20 mernbers
36. The 1000 members of a population are identified by numbers
is to be drawn from this population, identify the correct statements
(A)

likely to be the selected
There a.re 50 possibie systematic samples and each one is equally
samPle

(B)Unitsbearingnumbers8T3and8T5couldbeintheselectedsystematicsample.

(c)Themeanofthesystematicsamplewillgiveanunbiasedestimateofthemea,nofthevariable
of interest of the PoPulation'

(D)Thesystematicsa'mplemeanisalwaysamoreef;Ecientestimatorforthepopulationmeanthan
of the same size'
the mean of the simple ra'ndom sample without replacement

q-"

37. A is an x n real matrix whose rank ism and m

(A)

<n.

then

all the columns of A are linearly independent.

(B) thereexistn-mlinearlyindependentvectorsll,...,I,r--,oflR'thata,renotequaltoQand
Axu = g, i:7,. ..,n - m.
(C) A
(D)
38.

If

is a non-singular uratrix.

A{:

For a given b € lR",'rhe linear equations

everv arra,ngement

b

may have infinitely many solutions'

in a row of i0 alike red balls and 8 alike blue balls is equally likely, the

probability that the first and last balls in a randomly made arrangement are of the same colours is

(A)

less

than

1/3

(C) more than

712,

but

less

(B)

more than 1/3 but less than 1/2'

than

2/3.

(D)

more thatt 2/3'

39. 4 had to be added to thc smallest of 25 mrmbers and 4 had to be subtra.,cted from the largest of the
original 25 numbers, for this new data of 25 numbers

(A)

there is no change in the median.

(B)

there is a change in the mean.

(C)

The range and standard deviation will certainly reduce

(D)

the mean is the same as before and there may be a change in the range and standard deviation.

takes r.,alues 1,2,... in accordance with the distribution P(X
., giveu that X is more than 4, the probability that it is more than 9 is

40. The random variable

'

#n,
(A)
41.

fi

j :1,2,..

0

(B)

x

rl2.

(c)

213.

(D)

314.

and ?2 are unbiased estimators for a parameter, V (72)

the most efrcient estimator for the parameter is

(A)

4.

(B)

4+Ijl

(c)

= l) =

3+&.

(D)

= 2y

1711 and.

Cou.(71,7):

vtTt)

, then

ert&

42. The probability distribution of a random vadable X isP(X: -i): P(X: +j) = +'i:
1,2,3,4,5, P(X - 0) : |, what is the probability that the qua.dratic equation v2 + Xv + 3 has real
roots?

(A)
a3

1/15. (B) 2115. (c) 4/15.
1..
1 n-l n-2 +... rt;:T)rs

(D) 8/15.

jgg;("+ 2 - 2,
(A)

equal to

0.

(B)

is equal to

1'

(C)

equal to

2

(D) equal to m

q-"
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c(9,9) and D(5,4)' what is the shape of
44. Vertices of a quadrilateral ABCD ate A(0,0), B(4,5),
thc quadrilateral?

(A)
(C)

Rectangle but not a

square

Pa'rallelogram but not a

(B)

R'hombus'

rhombus' (D) Square'

is growing exponentially over timc is by:
45. A good way Lo recoglrize whel'hcr or rrot a variable

(A) plotting the mriable against time and looking

for a straight line pattern'

(B)catculatingleastSquaresreglessionlineofthevariableagainsttimeandexaminingtheresiduals.
line pattem'
(C) plotting the logarithm of the variable against time and looking for a straight

(D) plotting the exponential

line pattern'
of the variable against tilne and looking for a straight

46.l,3,3,2,4isarandomsarnplefromXthathasthefollowingprobabilitydistributionP(X:i)=
3' t'trc Maximum Likelihood
P(X : 4) : 1 16, P (X : 2) : p. P(X : 3) : (2 13) - p'0 < p < 2 f
Estimate of p based on the given sample is

(A)

1/e.

.

(B)

zls.

(c)

1/3

(D) 4/e

from the population mean is 0 96' suppose
47. The probability that the sample rnean lies within 2 units
the sample size?
the population variance is 16, what can you say about
(C) It is at least 144
(A) It is equal to 104. (B) It is not more than 100
(D) Nothing can be said based on the information given'

.ls.EachoftheeventsA,B,Coccurwithprobabilitiesl/2'thejointoccurrenceofeachpairthat
all three' that is'4 lBoC occur with
is AnB, AllC, BnC have probabilitios 1/4 t'ach' and
o{ ctuing
probability 1/8, the probability of at lea'st two of thern not
(D) 112'
(c) 3/8
(A) 1/16. (B) 1/8.
parameter 0 is consistent' it mears that
49. If an estimator ?l," based on a sample of size n for a

(A) for any sample of size n, the r'alues of ?'" will be close to 0
(B) Q are identically distributed for every sarnple size n'
(C)

as the sample size increases the probability

that T" takes \alues reallY close to 0 increases to

1.

(D) f

is the same for every sample of size n

on tossing is p was tossed 10 times' heads
50. A coin for which the probability of hea.ds showing up
an unbiased estimaie of p2'
showed up 4 times and taiis showed up 6 times'
(D) can not determiue'
(B) 4125' (C) 1/15

(L) 2115.
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